INTRODUCTION
Many digital cO"nicati0n systems are pertrnbed by interference that can be modelled as a sum of sinusoids with random phases. Mobile wireless systems often operate in interference dominated environments which can have a limiting effect on performance in terms of bit m o r rates and cellular capacities. In particulat, CCI in such systems arises from kquency reuse in certain fixed patterns of geogmphic cells, [ 11- [2] . The information bearing signal iii a particular fiwluency cell is interfered by signals arriving f r o m surrounding cells that use the same frequency. These randomly phased interfering s i & add up, giving rise to CCL Perfbmance analysis in term of bit or symbol error rates is usually carried out by making the simplifying assumption that CCI can be considered Gaussian.
This yields accurate results only when the signal to (additive white Gaussian) noise ratios are low compared to the corresponding signal to interfmce ratios. Hence more accurate methods are required m interference dominated situations wherein the combination of Gaussian noise and interference is decidedly non-Gaussian. One fast simulation method, based on adaptive IS [3] - [ The set (4,)f co~lsists ofrandom independent phases, uniformly distributed in ( 0 , 2~) .
The interfering carriers are at the same frequency as the desired signal. It is assumed that interfering signals are bit synchrotlized with the desired signal, resulting in all the energy of the interfsrer appearing at the d e modulator output. This is a worst-case situation.
BINARYPSK
The optimum receiver for coherent IPSK is a correlation detector or a matched filter-sampler followed by a zero threshold decision, It is assumed thi3t a +1 information bit is transmitted, un~esponding to a zero phase offset. where the indica-function 1(-) = 1 if the event in its argument occurs and is zero otherwise. Each cosine term in the above has the probability density function shown as the solid l i e in Figure 1 . Calculating the density of their sum is a computationally intensive task, involving an L-fold convolution. Assuming that the sum can be characterized by an equivalent Gaussian density (based on the central limit the") leads to 1s.;
to bias the phases 4i is to increase the probability mass in the vicinity of 4i = ?r. We use a Gaussian biasing density with mean at ?r and a common variance of U+. An example of the biased density for COSI#J is shown dashed in Figure 1 for U+ = 1.5. The Gaussian simulation samples that fall outside the (0,2n) interval are wasted, but the loss in efficiency is small.
For biasing the noise n, it is clear that endowing it with a negative mean would increase the probability of making detection errors. While variance scaling can be used, in this case it will not be as efficient as translating the mean. Denoting translation with parameter c, the weighting function is We consider biasing of interference phases and additive noise separately. The intmkrence cosine terms need to have increased probabity mass in the negative regions of the support of the density. An effective way simulation as part of the optimization algorithm. Simu-increasingly worse. This illustrate3 the importawe of lations have been carried out for L = 6 interferers for a making accurate simulation estimates of performance wireless mobile c0"Unications network with hexadi-in interfkmnce limited environments in preference to agonal cell structure in which interfixing cells use the using Gaussian approximations.
same frequency as the cell under study. The 6 cells closest to the cell under study are at an equal distance while all other cells using the same freguency are at a larger distance and assumed to contribute negligible inwfa.ence compared to the tirst tier.
The signal to interference ratio SIR is defined as 1/La2, whereas the signal to noise ratio S N R is defined as A'/%:.
The IS sample size is set to K = 10, OOO for all simulations. Results are shown in Figure 2 as a function of SIR with SNR as parameter. 
Gaussian assumpIfion
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where Q ( x ) = s, " t d I 2 dy/&. This is shown in Figure 3 , together with optimized IS estimates of P, for comparison. For low SNRs, that is in noise dominated We note that the distribution of tble received phase #+ situations, the Gaussian approximation is close to the is symmetn'c around 4,. = 0 by virtue of the fact that IS estimates. As the SNR increases, in the i n t e r f a -all the interference phases are hidependent and unience dominated situation, the approximation becomes f d y distributed, the same being true for the p b 
Capacity
Using error rate estimates, we can find the capacity per cell for M-ary PSK. To calculate this capacity as a function of the SNR, SIR and error rate, more parameters need to be d e f d . The required bandwidtb is set to the null-to-null bandwidth. Hence, bandwidth efficiency q for M-ary PSK is q = 4 log, M. In the hexadiagonal structure, the number of cells in a reuse pattern is denoted by the reuse factor K-II. The cell structure allows a set of values given by K-11 = i2 +ij + j 2 , where i and j are two non-negative integers [2]. A common method to achieve &onmnce better than some specified error rate is to increase the ratio D/R, where D is the distance between centers of two cochannel cells and R the cell radius. The D / R ratio is related to SIR as SIR= s 1 (x) D y 
C=-$log2
To compare M-ary PSK schemes, it is assumed that symbols are equally likely and use Gray encoding.
Hence, symbol error rate is well approximated by bit error rate. The following procedure is used to find the capacity per cell as a function of BER. For specified SNR and BER, the lowest SIR is found that satisfies the BER condition. Capacity per cell then follows from and multipath. In [6] i n W i n c e dominated chan-
